BTO – Meeting between Google and Cabinet Breton - 11 January 2022, 17:00-17:30

Personal data

Google: [Redacted]
EC: Filomena Chirico, [Redacted]

On DMA:
- Google is interested how to comply with certain obligations imposed by the DMA.
- Proper regulatory dialog is important to ensure the enforcement of the DMA.
- Google was interested in the EC opinion on the trilogue.

On DSA:
- Google supports fast approval of the DSA.
- Google is concerned about additional obligations proposed by the EP, such as ban on targeted advertising or must-carry obligation.
- Google is concerned about fragmentation of the legal framework cause by legislative proposals on the national levels.

Disinformation
- Google confirmed their full engagement in the discussions on the New Code of Practice and to the respect of the agreed timing. EC remarked the wide advertising campaign conducted by the company.